
The literature club in Govt. Aizawl North College was officially  established in 30th January, 2018, 
under the recognition of our honorable Principal, and granted the permission to form and 

constitutionalised for the functioning of the club. 𝐁𝐞𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐞 these recognition, the club has already been 
started in; even though the exact year was unknown, about 1993-94, but not unofficial and also not 
recognised as well. This early literature club even published the monthly magazine but the flourishing 
club approach to decline  and faded away. As the time pass, after the decades of this establishment 
in 2006, the literature club was again revive  which have been already rooted in the college. But these 
revival was also not last long and cause the death of the literature club. Again after 10 years in 2016, 
the literature club was established but not still neither recognised nor officialised. After a little gap, the 

club was officially established in 2018 as we have 𝐦𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐞𝐝.  
The literature club was named as ‘Laisuih Literature Club’ and the first election of the office bearers 
was held in 21st Februar, 2018, under the guidance of Sir Zohmingliana (HOD, Dept. Of English) and 
Sir H. Zonunsanga (HOD, Dept. Of Mizo).  
This young literature club has a solid purpose which was draft and passed within their constitution 
which was mentioned at the Article II, Section B (Purpose) as under.  
 
The purpose of this club shall be: 
1) Encourage students to attain interest in literature without the pressure of being graded. 
2) Enhance students to appreciate reading and writing outside the classroom. 
3) Endeavour the conservation of Mizo language. 
 
Different kind of activities like, Essay and poetry competition, seminar, meet the author. It also 
observed the different kinds of national important dates in collaboration with other organs of the 
college.  
The club as well published a monthly magazine 'Laisuih' which was utilized by several organs of the 
college. This magazine was also functioning under the pandemic of COVID-19 with the based of 
electronic media by sending and sharing the pdf in college group, unfortunately deu to some 
problems, the publishing of megazine was coming to an end in 2021-22 acedemic session.  
Facilities...  
Public Library : The public library was build by the club under the funding of Students' Union at the 
compound of the college, located near room no. 203 on the 2nd floor.  
Activities  
1) Special Lecture Cum Meet the author.  
2) Observation of National Mother Language Day.  
3) Observation of World Literacy Day.  
4) Outreach program.  
5) Special invitation.  
6) Article Writing Competition. 
 

 



 
 


